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1 decode sense 1a decipher a secret message 2 obsolete depict with her majesty s name deciphered in gold letters jonathan swift 3 a to make out the meaning of despite
indistinctness or obscurity decipher meaning 1 to discover the meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden way 2 to learn more decipher definition 1 to discover the
meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden way 2 to learn more to make out the meaning of poor or partially obliterated writing etc to decipher a hastily scribbled
note to discover the meaning of anything obscure or difficult to trace or understand to decipher hieroglyphics if you decipher a piece of writing or a message you work out what it says
even though it is very difficult to read or understand i m still no closer to deciphering the code synonyms decode crack solve understand more synonyms of decipher if you decipher a
piece of writing or a message you work out what it says even though it is very difficult to read or understand decipher something to convert something written in code into normal
language they were able to decipher the french military codes she quickly deciphered the whole message decipher means translate from code or more generally figure out if you can t
decipher your teacher s writing it means you can t read it you might feel like you re being asked to decipher a code decipher from longman dictionary of contemporary english de ci
pher dɪˈsaɪfə ər verb transitive 1 to find the meaning of something that is difficult to read or understand indecipherable she studied the envelope trying to decipher the handwriting 2
to change a message written in a code into ordinary language so that you verb t uk dɪˈsaɪ fə r us dɪˈsaɪ fɚ to discover the meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden
way can you decipher the writing on this envelope compare decode decrypt smart vocabulary related words and phrases codes decoding bombe cipher code word coded crack a code
cracker cryptanalysis cryptology to make out the meaning of something obscure or difficult to read or understand i couldn t decipher his handwriting 2 to interpret by the use of a key
as something written in cipher to decipher a secret message decipher third person singular simple present deciphers present participle deciphering simple past and past participle
deciphered to convert a code or cipher to plain text synonyms decode decrypt uncode rare antonyms encipher encode encrypt coordinate terms recipher recode to read text that is
almost illegible or obscure to find the meaning of something that is difficult to read or understand decipher decode a secret message the ancient scrolls were recently deciphered
translated we spent hours trying to decipher figure out the lyrics to the song i couldn t decipher his sloppy handwriting decipherable in terms of using decipher in a sentence it is
essential to grasp its true meaning and context derived from the latin word decipherare which means to decode this verb holds the power to unravel hidden messages uncover secrets
and make sense of the seemingly incomprehensible find 39 different ways to say decipher along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com synonyms for
decipher crack translate break decode solve decrypt unravel render antonyms of decipher encode code cipher encrypt encipher mix up garble jumble up if you decipher a piece of
writing or a message you work out what it says even though it is very difficult to read or understand decipher means to interpret or translate something that is difficult to understand
such as a code or a foreign language on the other hand decode means to convert something from a code into plain language therefore if you are trying to convert a code into plain
language you should use decode instead of decipher de ci pher to convert from a coded form to ordinary language decode to interpret or comprehend a piece of language despite
difficulties such as obscurity of style or bad handwriting decipherable adj decipherability n decipherer n tool to identify recognize the type of encryption encoding applied to a
message more 200 ciphers codes are detectable cipher identifier to quickly decrypt decode any text
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decipher definition meaning merriam webster May 13 2024
1 decode sense 1a decipher a secret message 2 obsolete depict with her majesty s name deciphered in gold letters jonathan swift 3 a to make out the meaning of despite
indistinctness or obscurity

decipher definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 12 2024
decipher meaning 1 to discover the meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden way 2 to learn more

decipher english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 11 2024
decipher definition 1 to discover the meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden way 2 to learn more

decipher definition meaning dictionary com Feb 10 2024
to make out the meaning of poor or partially obliterated writing etc to decipher a hastily scribbled note to discover the meaning of anything obscure or difficult to trace or understand
to decipher hieroglyphics

decipher definition in american english collins english Jan 09 2024
if you decipher a piece of writing or a message you work out what it says even though it is very difficult to read or understand i m still no closer to deciphering the code synonyms
decode crack solve understand more synonyms of decipher

decipher all you need to know about it collins english Dec 08 2023
if you decipher a piece of writing or a message you work out what it says even though it is very difficult to read or understand

decipher verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 07 2023
decipher something to convert something written in code into normal language they were able to decipher the french military codes she quickly deciphered the whole message

decipher definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 06 2023
decipher means translate from code or more generally figure out if you can t decipher your teacher s writing it means you can t read it you might feel like you re being asked to
decipher a code
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decipher meaning of decipher in longman dictionary of Sep 05 2023
decipher from longman dictionary of contemporary english de ci pher dɪˈsaɪfə ər verb transitive 1 to find the meaning of something that is difficult to read or understand
indecipherable she studied the envelope trying to decipher the handwriting 2 to change a message written in a code into ordinary language so that you

deciphered english meaning cambridge dictionary Aug 04 2023
verb t uk dɪˈsaɪ fə r us dɪˈsaɪ fɚ to discover the meaning of something written badly or in a difficult or hidden way can you decipher the writing on this envelope compare decode
decrypt smart vocabulary related words and phrases codes decoding bombe cipher code word coded crack a code cracker cryptanalysis cryptology

decipher definition of decipher by the free dictionary Jul 03 2023
to make out the meaning of something obscure or difficult to read or understand i couldn t decipher his handwriting 2 to interpret by the use of a key as something written in cipher to
decipher a secret message

decipher wiktionary the free dictionary Jun 02 2023
decipher third person singular simple present deciphers present participle deciphering simple past and past participle deciphered to convert a code or cipher to plain text synonyms
decode decrypt uncode rare antonyms encipher encode encrypt coordinate terms recipher recode to read text that is almost illegible or obscure

decipher definition meaning britannica dictionary May 01 2023
to find the meaning of something that is difficult to read or understand decipher decode a secret message the ancient scrolls were recently deciphered translated we spent hours
trying to decipher figure out the lyrics to the song i couldn t decipher his sloppy handwriting decipherable

how to use decipher in a sentence exploring the term Mar 31 2023
in terms of using decipher in a sentence it is essential to grasp its true meaning and context derived from the latin word decipherare which means to decode this verb holds the power
to unravel hidden messages uncover secrets and make sense of the seemingly incomprehensible

39 synonyms antonyms for decipher thesaurus com Feb 27 2023
find 39 different ways to say decipher along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

decipher synonyms 71 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 29 2023
synonyms for decipher crack translate break decode solve decrypt unravel render antonyms of decipher encode code cipher encrypt encipher mix up garble jumble up
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decipher definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 28 2022
if you decipher a piece of writing or a message you work out what it says even though it is very difficult to read or understand

decipher vs decode when to use each one what to consider Nov 26 2022
decipher means to interpret or translate something that is difficult to understand such as a code or a foreign language on the other hand decode means to convert something from a
code into plain language therefore if you are trying to convert a code into plain language you should use decode instead of decipher

decipher dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Oct 26 2022
de ci pher to convert from a coded form to ordinary language decode to interpret or comprehend a piece of language despite difficulties such as obscurity of style or bad handwriting
decipherable adj decipherability n decipherer n

decrypt a message cipher identifier online code recognizer Sep 24 2022
tool to identify recognize the type of encryption encoding applied to a message more 200 ciphers codes are detectable cipher identifier to quickly decrypt decode any text
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